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Prepare Together as a Family

Underground spaces flooding
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Breached/ruptured embankments

Bridges washed away
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What is the Housing Damage Verification Form? What is the Property Damage Verification Form?

Yahagi River Flood Forecast and Hekinan City’s Evacuation Information Process

Flood Damage Estimate

Evacuation Instructions

Family Disaster Prevention Notes
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・Floor is flooded on the
  2nd floor of the building.

0.5 m

Disaster Caused by Heavy Local Rains？

Collapse of Buildings Caused by Typhoon 13 (Typhoon Tess)

Flooding caused by the Isewan Typhoon

1953     Typhoon 13 (Typhoon Tess)

1959    Isewan Typhoon

2000    Tokai Torrential Rain Disaster

Typhoon 13 (Typhoon Tess)
Human Damage in the City

1953

Deaths: 0 Missing
Persons: 0 Severe
Injuries: 3
Minor Injuries: 28
Housing Damage in the City
Total Collapse: 70
Washed Away: 30
Partial Collapse: 150
Flooding Over Floor Level: 1,741
Flooding Below Floor Level: 1,592

Isewan Typhoon
Human Damage in the City

1959

Deaths: 11
Missing Persons: 1
Severe Injuries: 11
Minor Injuries: 537
Housing Damage in the City
Total Collapse: 473
Washed Away: 56
Partial Collapse: 1,065
Flooding Over Floor Level: 1,213
Flooding Below Floor Level: 805

Course of Isewan Typhoon (Typhoon Vera)

Course of Typhoon 13 (Typhoon Tess)

Protect yourself from sudden heavy rainfall
■XRAIN (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism)

http://www.river.go.jp/xbandradar/
■High-resolution Precipitation Nowcast (Japan Meteorological Agency)

http://www.jma.go.jp/jp/highresorad/
Know the danger levels for river inundation
■Disaster Prevention Information for Rivers (Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism)

http://www.river.go.jp/
■Disaster Prevention Information for Rivers (Aichi Prefecture)

http://www.kasen-owari.jp/
Check typhoon information
■Typhoon Information (Japan Meteorological Agency)

http://www.jma.go.jp/jp/typh/

Be Prepared

※The cost of receiving messages is borne by the user.
Signup Method

QR Code

□ Gas stove, cassette gas canister 
□ Blanket
□ Polyethylene tank to store drinking water 
□ Sleeping bag 
□ Cooking Items 
□ Eating utensils 
□ Pneumatic jack 
□ Shovel

□ Mobile phone charger 
□ Glasses, contact lenses (solution) 
□ Kitchen wrap 
□ Paper cups and plates 
□ Underwear, change of clothes 
□ Sanitary products, paper diapers 
□ Copy of driver’s license or health insurance card 
□ Portable toilet
□ Plastic sheet 
□ Lighter, matches, solid fuel, etc.

Essential Items Place These in Storeroom

Essential Items

Roof

Veranda

Gutters

Cinderblock Walls

Exterior Walls

Windows

Examining the Relationship Between Topography and Extent
of Past Floods

State of flooding after the Tokai Torrential Rain Disaster (Fukiagemachi 3-chome)

2000   Tokai Torrential Rain Disaster

Name Phone Number
(Mobile)

Phone Number
(Company/School)

Date of
Birth

Blood
Type

Family evacuation area

Meeting point when separated 
from family members

Flood Advisory Announcement Flood Warning Announcement

Evacuation water level

Flood emergency warning water level

Flood advisory water level

Time Progression

Water
Level

Flood Advisory Information Flood Warning Information Flood Emergency
Warning Information Flood Outbreak Information Actions you should takeHigh

D
anger Level

Low

□ Flashlight 
□ Radio 
□ Whistle 
□ Regular Medication 
□ Drinking water (roughly 3 liters per person
     per day, for 7 days if possible) 
□ Food (including powdered milk, baby food,
     and allergen-free food as required) 
□ Money (including small change)

Evacuation on foot is difficult
Evacuation on foot is difficult

Be aware of internal water flooding!

When it is difficult to connect,
make use of the Disaster Message Dial 171!
To record a message

To play a message

Record
message

Listen to
message

If you happen to be in a place like this...

Areas that have suffered 
flood damage in the past

Emergency Transport Road

Tertiary Emergency Transport Road
Secondary Emergency Transport Road
Primary Emergency Transport Road

L e g e n d

Water Area

Takahama City

Anjo City

Nishio City

Handa City

Lake Aburagafuchi

Takahamagawa River
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Underground spaces flooding

Damage from lightning strikes and blasts of wind

Landslides

Breached/ruptured embankments

Bridges washed away

Underpasses flooding

Housing collapsing or being washed away

Farmland flooding

Shoulders of roads collapsing

2000 m10000

Nishibata Primary
School District

Washizuka Primary
School District

Nisshin Primary
School District

Shinkawa Primary School District

Chuo Primary School District

Tanao Primary
School District

Ohama Primery School District

Flooding
Storm Surge

Flooding
Storm SurgeStorm SurgeStorm SurgeStorm SurgeStorm SurgeStorm Surge

Hazard Map
Learning from HistoryLearning from History

Confirm evacuation facilities and evacuation routesConfirm evacuation facilities and evacuation routes Making Your House SafeMaking Your House Safe

Prepare for Water DamagePrepare for Water Damage What Happens in a Flood/Storm Surge?What Happens in a Flood/Storm Surge? What To Do When Water Damage OccursWhat To Do When Water Damage Occurs

What is the Predicted Damage?What is the Predicted Damage?Hekinan City

Tatsukichi Fujii Museum of
Contemporary Art

Art and Culture Village

Akashi Park

Seaside Aquarium

Shomyoji Temple

Hekinan Salad Onions

Aoi Park

Monozukuri Center

Genkissu! Hekinan Festival

Kotoen Garden

Lake Aburagafuchi

Tetsugaku Taiken Mugaen 
（Philosophy Experience Village）

Figs

Citizen Cooperation Department
Disaster Prevention Section

28 Matsumotomachi, Hekinan City,
Aichi Prefecture 447-8601Address

Website
Telephone

(This hazard map was created through joint research by Hekinan City and
the Nagoya University Disaster Mitigation Research Center. March 2017)

Hekinan City

Hekinan City

The extent of flooding from 1990 (Heisei 2) onwards
Higashiura TownBeing surrounded by water on all sides, Hekinan City 

has suffered from water-related damage many times in 
the past. Review the history of past water damage, then 
and discuss any potential dangers with your family.

Storm surges caused flooding in most 
regions The damage was particularly 
severe in Hekinan Kantaku (now 
Kawaguchicho), with virtually all buildings 
being flooded up to the roof.

Torrential rain in the upstream part of the 
Yahagigawa River broke records, while 
flood damage occurred in Hekinan City 
in the downstream part of the river.

The embankments of Hijimigawa River 
and Lake Aburagafuchi collapsed, and 
the coast of Shinkawa and Ohama was 
threatened by storm surges.

The human and housing 
damage in the city was 
light, but damage due to 
flooding did occur around 
the city.

"Warm" colors indicate 
areas of high elevation, 
while "cool" colors repre-
sent areas of low eleva-
tion. Flood damage 
frequently occurs not 
only low-lying areas but 
also in uneven areas, 
such as valleys.

The blue lines indicate 
the extent of flooding 
from 1990 (Heisei 2) 
onwards.

Elevation (T.P.+m)
Over 12

Under -5

Takahama City

Anjo City

Nishio City

Hekinan City

Handa City

Assuming maximum rainfall, waters are expected to rise above floor level in approximately 50% of structures during 
flooding, and around 30% of structures in the event of storm surges. This level of flood damage would exceed that of 
Joso City in the Kanto/Tohoku Torrential Rains of September 2015 (Heisei 27). The storm surges will cause virtually the 
same percentage of damage as that resuting from the Isewan Typhoon (Typhoon Vera).

※The flood damage estimate is based on the maximum scale of rainfall that can be anticipated 
(rainfall amounting to 683 mm over 48 hours in the Yahagi River basin) as determined by the 
provisions of the Flood Prevention Law in the flood forecast area of the Yahagi River system. 
The storm surge forecast is a damage estimate based on a scenario where storm surges 
occur due to a typhoon of the same scale as the Muroto Typhoon, the largest recorded 
typhoon that has landed in Japan, taking the same course as the Isewan Typhoon.

Roads and lowlands become flooded while water and rivers suddenly 
overflow because of extremely intense rainfall from rapidly developing 
cumulonimbus clouds (thunder clouds) in localized areas over a short 
period of time. Pay attention to changes in weather with the under-
standing that sites to enjoy  waters and for daily living can transform 
into extremely dangerous, life threatening places.

On the 28th of July, 2008, Togagawa River in Nada-ku, Kobe City, Hyogo Prefecture suddenly overflowed, 
washing away children and others who were playing in a water park. Five of  them lost their lives. The 
photo on the left shows Togagawa River in its normal state, while the image on the right shows Togagawa 
River at the time of the accident, when the water level rose by around 1.3 meters in 10 minutes.

・Fishing or playing in river water
・Camping or barbecuing on river shores or sandbanks
・Upstream mountaineering or canyoning
・Underpasses that cross beneath railways or highways
・Construction sites on rivers or in sewers

Caution is required in these situations:

If you sense anything abnormal, evacuate!

・Weather Forecasts:
  When there are phrases such as "the atmosphere is unstable," 
  "thunder," or "rapid change in weather."
・Warning and Advisory Announcements:
  When thunder advisory announcements, heavy rain and flood 
  warning and advisory announcements are issued.
・Radar and Other Observational Data (can be received from 
  the mobile phone services of commercial weather services):
  When rain is falling in the vicinity or upstream.
・Sky Conditions:
  When black clouds suddenly approach, thunder can be heard or 
  lightning can be seen.
・River Conditions:
  When river swelling increases, waters become turbulent, or tree 
  branches and fallen leaves are being washed away.
・Warning Announcement Systems:
  When the sound of sirens can be heard
・Signage and Notice Boards:
  When messages such as "Do not enter the danger zone," "Get 
  away from the river during rainfall," or "Do not enter" are displayed.

Check the hazard map on the other side to 
see where your nearest evacuation facili-
ties are. In addition, actually walk to the 
sites to confirm safe evacuation routes.

Hekinan Bosai Mail is a service that distributes a range of disaster preven-
tion information to mobile phones and computers so that citizens can 
promptly receive disaster prevention info wherever they are. Signing up is 
free. Please make use of this service.

①Scan the QR Code to the right and send a blank mail 
(subject and message not required)

②A message with a subscription URL will be sent; 
please access it to proceed with the signup procedure.

□ Always have a photo of your family 
in your mobile phone. This makes 
it easier to find your family if you 
are apart. 

□ Keep water in your bath day to day.  
     The water can be used for tasks 
     such as flushing the toilet.

Takahama City

Handa City
Hekinan-chuo Station

Shinkawa-machi Station

Takahama-minato 
Station

Kinuura Rinkai Railway Miai Bridge

Kamizuka Bridge

Nakabata Bridge

Tanao Bridge

Yahagi‐Ohashi Bridge

Hekinan Station

Meitetsu Mikawa Line

Lake Aburagafuchi

Yahagi River

Hekinan Fire Station

Kinuura Port

Anjo City

Land reclaimed by draining is below 
sea level, so it is easily submerged 
in flooding and storm surges. Some 
houses may become isolated for 
prolonged periods when the area is 
inundated.

Water from rivers such as Yahagi River is known as 
"external water" while the water from inland that is 
held in by embankments is called "internal water." 
Buildings can become flooded due to gutters, 
sewers, and drainage canals not being able to 
handle the amount of water during heavy rain. This 
is known as "internal water flooding." While the 
scale of internal water flooding is smaller compared 
to that of external water flooding, caution is neces-
sary because it can occur easily.

Situations in which water 
cannot drained into the 
river are called "internal 
water flooding."

When river water 
spills over, it is 
called "external 
water flooding."

Steep slopes that have been 
designated as landslide caution 
areas can suddenly collapse and 
fall due to heavy rain.

Underpasses are geologically prone 
to the accumulation of water, mean-
ing that they can rapidly overflow 
during a short period of heavy rain 
and lead to the gridlock of vehicles.

There is a danger that farmlands will 
overflow due to the onset of flood 
water coinciding with the destruction of 
embankments. As farmland is spread 
across low-lying areas, the pooling of 
floodwater can last for long periods 
and increase the damage to crops.

There is the danger of the shoulders of roads 
being destroyed by the flooding. People also 
face the danger of falling off of the road if they 
don't notice the side of the road has collapsed.

Flood water caused by the 
destruction of embankments can 
collapse or wash away housing.

People can become trapped in the 
basement or have difficulties reaching 
evacuation routes above ground due to 
water flowing into underground spaces.

Large, growing cumulonimbus 
clouds can cause damage through 
lightning strikes, blasts of wind, 
and tornadoes.

Floods can cause overflowing and 
the collapse of embankments, 
leading to inundation.

Bridges can be washed away by 
flood water and cut off roads.

Evacuate in comfortable clothing (in footwear 
such as sports shoes that can be tied with laces).

Evacuate immediately 
on your own.

Get accurate information.

Leave contact memos for 
family members who are out

Escape to evacuation zones 
decided on as a group

Evacuate  by  foot ̶ cars  and 
motorcycles will be strictly prohibited.

Do not approach rivers 
or waterways

Infants, elderly persons, 
and those with physical

difficulties should be evacuated first.

Take valuables with you but carry 
only  the  absolute  minimum
necessary items.

Be sure to cut off all sources of flame 
and lock doors before evacuating.

After reviewing the observation results of the Yahagi River flood forecast’s reference points and future water-level 
changes, the Nagoya Regional Meteorological Observatory and the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 
Tourism Toyohashi Rivers Office will jointly announce a flood forecast. Hekinan City will receive the flood forecast 
and weather forecast/warning announcements and then broadcast evacuation information announcements.

The Housing Damage Verification Form verifies damages to housing. 
The city issues this document based on local inspections, and appraises 
the level of damage according to the classifications of “total collapse”, 
“extensive partial collapse”, “partial collapse”, and “partial damage”. The 
Housing Damage Verification Form is required in order to receive 
various disaster victim relief measures such as natural disaster victim 
relief fund payments or the reduction of insurance premiums.

The Property Damage Verification Form can be used to 
verify the location of damages, the property damaged, 
and the extent of the damage (for example, whether the 
property is cracked, tilted, broken, or unusable). This 
document will be necessary as a declaration to property 
insurance companies, for individuals receiving bank 
financing, and for submission to employers.

Water levels
forecast to reach flood 

danger after a set 
amount of time

A guidance message will play, so dial from a phone 
number with the area code of the afflicted area

※Final water level is based on the standards of the Yonezu water 
level measurement station (Nishio City)

Types of flood 
forecasts

Inundation outbreak 
information   Water 

level: 10.87 m
Inundation danger 
information  Water 

level:10.30 m
Evacuation 

Advice

Evacuation 
Directions 

(Emergency)

Evacuate urgently. If dangerous 
outdoors, immediately evacuate 
to a high area indoors.
Promptly begin evacuating. If 
dangerous outdoors, evacuate to 
a high area indoors.

Information 
announced by the city

・Those who will need more time to evacu-
ate such as the elderly, those with physical 
difficulties, and small children, as well as 
those who will assist them.

・Those who reside along Yahagi River
Those who have difficulties reaching the evacuation 
zones should evacuate to a safe area nearby. All 
others should pay attention to weather information 
and promptly evacuate if they feel they are in danger.

Mie

Gifu

Aichi

This shows the extent of flooding 
in major disasters from 1990 
(Heisei 2) onwards. Areas that 
are densely colored have been 
flooded numerous times, so pay 
particular attention to these.
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Flood 
Damage Estimate

Joso City September 2015 
Kanto/Tohoku Torrential Rains

Storm Surge 
Damage Estimate

Hekinan City 
Isewan Typhoon

3,303
(Over 3.0 m)

3,303
(Over 3.0 m)

4,034
(1.5-3.0 m)

4,034
(1.5-3.0 m)

5,668
(0.5-1.5 m)

5,668
(0.5-1.5 m)

3,484 
(Partial Destruction)

3,484 
(Partial Destruction)

529
(Total Destruction)

529
(Total Destruction)

1,065
(Partial Destruction)

1,065
(Partial Destruction)

1,213
(Less Than Partial Destruction)

1,213
(Less Than Partial Destruction)

3,0843,084

805805

6,645
(1.5-3.0 m)

6,645
(1.5-3.0 m)

5,458
(0.5-1.5 m)

5,458
(0.5-1.5 m)

1,262
(0-0.5 m)

1,262
(0-0.5 m)

53 (Total Destruction)53 (Total Destruction)

47 (Over 3.0m)47 (Over 3.0m)

1,581
(Extensive Partial Destruction)

1,581
(Extensive Partial Destruction)

165 (Less Than Partial Destruction)165 (Less Than Partial Destruction)

1,859
(0-0.5 m)

1,859
(0-0.5 m)

Flooding Over 
Floor Level

Flooding Below 
Floor Level Minor Damage

・2nd floor of the building is 
underwater.  
・Floor may be flooded on 

the 3rd floor of the building.

・Floor is flooded on the ground floor.  
・Inundation of a depth of even 

just 0.5m makes evacuation 
difficult for adults.

Pay attention to rapid changes in weather in the following situations!

Check InformationCheck Information

Sign Up fpr Hekinan Bosai MailSign Up fpr Hekinan Bosai Mail

Store drinking water, food, and living essentials to 
prepare for stoppages of basic, crucial utilities such 
as electricity, gas, and waterworks.

XRAIN Display Example

When heading to the suburbs, 
be mindful of possible flooding 
in underground shopping malls.

！

Level requiring 
awareness of 
possible flooding

Level requiring readiness 
to respond to the outbreak 
of flooding, such as 
preparing for evacuation

Situation where 
inundation could 
occur at any 
t i m e  /  S t a g e  
requiring response 
to the flooding, 
such as evacuation

Stage requiring 
caution about 
flood waters

Outbreak
of

Flooding Those described below should begin evacuating 

Application for Housing Damage Verification Form/
Property Damage Verification Form
Application for Housing Damage Verification Form/
Property Damage Verification Form

1 7 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

2

When housing or personal property suffers damage due to 
flooding or strong winds,the city issues its “Housing 
Damage Verification Form” and “Property Damage Verifica-
tion Form.” Contact the city for instructions on how to apply.

？ ？

Approx. 31,000
Total number of buildings

Approx. 22,000
Total number of buildings

Approx. 31,000
Total number of buildings

Approx. 9,000
Total number of buildings

Reference: “Preparing for Heavy Rain and Typhoons,” Japan Meteorological Agency website

This image shows Hekinan City under heavy rain. Such 
situations can be dangerous due to prolonged heavy rainfall.

(maximum 30 seconds)

(maximum 30 seconds)

Bring in objects such as 
potted plants and laundry 
poles that could be 
easily blown away.

Make sure tiles aren’t 
cracked, displaced, 
or falling off !

Make sure there 
are no cracks or 
damaged areas!

If there are cracks 
in the walls, get 
them repaired!

Remove rubbish 
or mud to make it 
easier for water to 
flow!

Make sure there are no cracks 
and that window frames aren’t 
loose to prevent shaking! Use 
boards to shield windows that 
do not have weatherboards in 
order to protect them from 
airborne objects blown by 
strong winds.

※The number of buildings is based on tax registration data as of January 2015.

Municipal Boundary

Hekinan City
Primary School District
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